Monitoring of Heparin Activity in Live Rats Using Metal-Organic Framework Nanosheets as Peroxidase Mimics.
Metal-organic framework (MOF) nanosheets are a class of two-dimensional (2D) porous and crystalline materials that hold promise for catalysis and biodetection. Although 2D MOF nanosheets have been utilized for in vitro assays, ways of engineering them into diagnostic tools for live animals are much less explored. In this work, a series of MOF nanosheets are successfully engineered into a highly sensitive and selective diagnostic platform for in vivo monitoring of heparin (Hep) activity. The iron-porphyrin derivative is selected as a ligand to synthesize a series of archetypical MOF nanosheets with intrinsic heme-like catalytic sites, mimicking peroxidase. Hep-specific AG73 peptides as recognition motifs are physically adsorbed onto MOF nanosheets, blocking active sites from nonspecific substrate-catalyst interaction. Because of the highly specific interaction between Hep and AG73, the activity of AG73-MOF nanosheets is restored upon the binding of Hep, but not Hep analogues and other endogenous biomolecules. Furthermore, by taking advantages of biocompatibility and diagnostic property enabled by AG73-MOF nanosheets, the elimination process of Hep in live rats is quantitatively monitored by coupling with microdialysis technology. This work expands the biomedical applications of 2D MOF nanomaterials and provides access to a promising in vivo diagnostic platform.